Testimonials
“The production is tight and concise – an
education in two minutes.”
Donna Land, General Manager, KRCL,
Salt Lake City
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David Kanzeg, Program Director, WCPN-FM
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Featured Projects

“Most radio producers gather natural sound
as ambience or illustration; Jim Metzner had
the brilliant conception to zoom in on the
individual threads of our aural tapestry, and
bring each of them to life with intelligence,
wit and an unending sense of wonder.”
Neal Conan, Host of “Talk of the Nation”, National
Public Radio

The Kids' Science
Challenge is a free
nationwide competition
for 3rd to 6th graders,
supported with funding
from the National
Science Foundation.

Jim Metzner Productions
7 Lansing Lane
Kingston, NY 12401
845.338.0464
jim@jimmetznerproductions.com

Compelling
Audio and
Transmedia
Content
for the
Global
Community
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Pulse of the Planet is a
daily short-format radio
series which reaches over
400,000 people daily,
worldwide. Originally
created for the DuPont Company, Pulse
is currently funded by
the National Science
Foundation.

Contact us to discuss
your ideas and
find solutions together.
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HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON

"The hallmark of Jim's output is his knack
for making every item he provides into
a crisp and orderly journey of discovery
for the listener. Years of experience with
his work, in a day-in, day-out broadcast
context, have convinced me that he is both
a gifted communicator and an audio artist
whom listeners appreciate as much for his
provocative and stimulating content as for his
easy presentational elegance.“
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Jim Metzner Productions has provided a full spectrum
of services for these clients and many more…
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Clients

Projects
There’s a lot more to NASA
than space launches! They
commissioned JMP to produce
Pulse of the Planet stories on
aerospace, featuring NASA
engineers.

OnLine
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

www.nationalgeographic.com

From Morocco, Cuba and around the world, JMP
created a suite of transmedia features for National
Geographic Online.

Services
Here’s an overview of the services we
provide regularly to clients. With technology
changing all the time, new possibilities are
always being explored. That’s why we always
begin by discussing your goals, so we can
conceptualize a strategy that’s right for your
unique situation.
Production
• podcasts
• streaming sound/image features   
• audio tours
• videos
• radio programs
We’ll find the right solution to meet your
needs.
Training
Want to conduct your own interviews
or create your own podcasts? We have
successfully trained many clients in the art of
telling stories in sound.
Consulting
Need help writing a grant or developing a
concept into a fundable project? Whether
it’s a few hours of brainstorming an idea or
jump-starting a new endeavor, we can help.

JMP co-produced River Voices – a cell phone “tour”
of the Hudson Valley, funded by the Department of
Environmental Conservation.

Visit www.jimmetznerproductions.com
to view an extended list of past and present
projects.

Marketing
Have great content, a brilliant team, or a
new product line and want to spread the
word? We can offer hybrid strategies of
traditional marketing methods and well
thought-out social media campaigns to reach
your audience effectively.

About Us
Jim Metzner Productions’ team brings
together a group of talented individuals
to develop unique audio and transmedia
solutions. Each new project is approached
with a fresh ear so that the end result is
right for you and your target audience.

Jim Metzner
Principal

With over 35 years of producing award-winning
audio, Jim leads the team with his creative vision and
innovative thinking. A pioneer in the use of sound
in radio features, he has continually been on media’s
cutting edge. His work has been featured in Wired
Magazine, the New York Times, Audio Magazine,
National Geographic, Wall Street Journal, CBS
Evening News, The Today Show, Marketplace and
All Things Considered.

Eileen McAdam
Production Manager/
Producer

Eileen’s radio productions include StoryScape Hudson
Valley and Untold Stories. Her most recent project,
Tales of Two Cities: The Newburgh Beacon Audio Tour,
has been a successful prototype of cultural tourism.
25 years of management experience helps Eileen keep
projects on schedule and you informed.

